Emails with the VA & new Whistleblower
counter-claims
Emails obtained by Viceroy between MiMedx employees and a Department of Veterans
Affairs hospital further evidence channel stuffing. New whistleblower counterclaim
reveals blatant, systematic fraud across what appears to be the entirety of the MiMedx
corporate structure.
Viceroy have obtained an email exchange between a number of MiMedx sales employees and a VA Medical
Center, showing that MiMedx employees attempt to circumvent hospital policy on consignment inventory to
prevent tracking of MiMedx product usage.
This inevitably results in the hospital noting that, due to the lack of documentation, reimbursement is essentially
impossible without forging statements.
Viceroy does not believe that this is an isolated incident, and our numerous reports detailing MiMedx’s
systematic fraudulent schemes support this, including transcript.
The email exchange supports Viceroy’s and other commentators’ claims that MiMedx completely circumvented
AvKare during throughout their relationship. AvKare had no role to play beyond providing MiMedx an FSS
number. At no point is an AvKare representative present in any sourced business discussion – even when
discussing the transition of suppliers to MiMedx from AvKare for the VA facility. MiMedx’s push for a
consignment agreement with the VA Medical Center only occurs after this transition. We to believe that a
motivation for the revised arrangement is hide MiMedx product usage from hospital monitoring systems.
Additionally, Viceroy has obtained court filings between MiMedx and former employee Michael Fox that have
been recently filed. The counterclaim alleges and provides evidence to support:
▪
▪

▪

MiMedx conducted channel stuffing at VA and commercial levels – supported by extensive transcripts
of discussions between MiMedx management
Fox filed evidence with the SEC under the Whistleblower program. The SEC allegedly has commenced
an investigation against the company in light of evidence provided by Fox. MiMedx acknowledges
they received this subpoena from the SEC and have since self-exonerated themselves with an internal,
non-independent investigation. Management should reveal the contents of this investigation
immediately.
MiMedx threaten former employees and whistleblowers. Legal letters from MiMedx show lawyers
coercing perjury from former employees, including making a statement that original complaints and
allegations made to the SEC were “frivolous”. Given the SEC were investigating MiMedx at the time,
this appears to show MiMedx was actively hindering an active investigation.

Annexed to this article are the transcripts of recordings of phone calls between Jess Kruchoski, former MiMedx
employee; Steve Blocker (Area VP) and Lou Roselli (Director of National Sales, aka “5 Levels Lower” Lou). The
three openly discuss end-of-quarter channel stuffing activity directed by Pete Petit and Chris Cashman.
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Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing
This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements
made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research,
information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information,
analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we
research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum.
You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in
the public domain.
To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from
public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered
herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in
everything we write; however, all such information is presented "as is," without warranty of any kind – whether express or
implied.
In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think
critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not
registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to
do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein,
and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information,
analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.
This document or any information herein should not be interpreted as an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation, marketing
of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a
recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits
or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy.
Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and
educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any
particular investment and/or strategy.
As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a direct or indirect interest/position in all
stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) and bonds covered herein, and therefore
stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.
The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an
indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation.
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Emails between MiMedx and VA facilities
Viceroy has obtained emails between MiMedx and a VA Medical Facility. These email exchanges occurred
between late-2016 and mid-2017. There are several concerning themes that run throughout the emails, most
notably.
1.
2.
3.
4.

MiMedx sales employees insisting on a consignment agreement, and being told time and time again
that this is against hospital policy
Details into MiMedx’s relationship with AvKare and other distributors, notably using them as a “front”
for drop-shipped products
Several cases wherein product was ordered or billed with no record of patients using the product
Fabrication or post-dated creation of 2237 and 1081 forms to justify the above.

Glossary - GLAC – Great Lakes Acquisition Center

UAC – Unauthorized Commitment

Part 1: Setting up the consignment

Figure 1 Emails dated November 8, 2016

Figure 2 Emails dated November 15, 2016

Clearly MiMedx does not want to be on the order, instead preferring the order go through Kresiers, a wholesaler.
To remedy this, a meeting with several other VA staff is set up to discuss the BPA including the chief of
prosthetics. Former employees have highlighted Kreisers facilitated the purchase of a large amount of inventory
previously.

Figure 3 Emails dated November 18, 2016

The meeting is postponed due to scheduling conflicts to the 7th and then the 9th before which the
following are sent.
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Figure 4 Emails dated December 14, 2016

Clearly the December meeting was a success because in early January the following exchange begins with the
chief of prosthetics.

Figure 5 Emails dated January 6, 2017

Eventually a workaround is found, as long as MiMedx gives their word to monitor the stock: of course they will,
its integral to the whole scheme!
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Figure 6 Emails dated January 12-13, 2017

Clearly at this point MiMedx have successfully circumvented the VA Medical Center’s internal policy on
consignment inventory. The next step is preventing detection from outside the center.

Part 2: the GLAC and covering their tracks
Roughly a week after the previous events a MiMedx distributor, Kreisers, MMS and Seneca Medical sends an
email regarding MiMedx’s BPA which is quoted by MiMedx sent to the VA.

Figure 7 Emails dated February 10, 2017

Viceroy question why MiMedx is so concerned about product that will already be on consignment at the VA
facility going through the Great Lakes Acquisition Center. Time would not be a factor, neither would inventory
as MiMedx has already agreed to monitor the stock. Viceroy believes MiMedx is anxious to shield its orders from
prying eyes. Another meeting is set up to discuss the problem.
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Figure 8 Emails dated February 21, 2017

With the GLAC problem avoided, the next issue is actually getting paid for a product whose transactions MiMedx
has made every effort to hide.

Figure 9 Emails dated March 21, 2017

This is finally followed up by the Chief of Prosthetics:

Figure 10 Emails dated March 21, 2017

When a MiMedx employee follows up payment once more, he is met with what appears to be a VA employee
annoyed at not receiving some hockey game tickets. We think this speaks for itself, and it would not surprise
us at all if MiMedx were bribing the VA.
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Figure 11 Emails dated May 4, 2017

Part 3 Phantom patients

Figure 12 Emails dated May 22, 2017

Figure 13 Email dated May 23, 2017
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For clarity, if there were no consults made on the day or consults were incomplete then information about the
patients’ condition or needs is not available for reimbursement. Note that on February 2, 2017 the hospital
system had no patient of that name for a reimbursement claim. This practice must have been fairly widespread
for the VA employee to claim:

“for the most part it looks like the consults were not entered and there are no
new consults entered for those people”

Recall the above section wherein the MiMedx employee makes a point of asking if a new consult would be
required if there was a consignment arrangement in place. Clearly if such an arrangement existed, the hospital
system would have no way of actually monitoring MiMedx product usage.
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Mike Fox counterclaim filings: former MiMedx employees spoke to
the SEC
Viceroy has obtained newly-filed legal documents from MiMedx’s legal action against former employee Michael
“Mike” Fox.
To recap
In addition to the now-familiar accusations of defrauding the VA system and outright aggressive litigation against
employees who speak up the filing shows that former MiMedx employees have given evidence to the SEC.

Figure 14 Extract from Fox vs MiMedx Case: 1:16-cv-11715

Further, an SEC subpoena was issued (which we also know) in conjunction with Fox’s testimony, MiMedx then
took legal action:

Figure 15 Extract from Fox vs MiMedx Case: 1:16-cv-11715

Viceroy considers this further proof that MiMedx’s aggressive legal practices against former employees is to shut
them up.
Fox, along with his former subordinates Jess Kruchoski and Luke Tornquist, spoke up against the blatant VA fraud
occurring at MiMedx, especially the end-of-quarter channel stuffing activities. In response, MiMedx terminated
Fox and his team. When Fox obtained another job at CPN Biosciences LLC, MiMedx made it a point to create so
much legal trouble as to have him dismissed. Fox and his team also had their severances withheld.
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Figure 16 Extract from Fox vs MiMedx Case: 1:16-cv-11715

Even more damningly MiMedx made a point of taking adverse action against Fox’s protected actions including
reporting to the SEC and other regulatory authorities.

Figure 17 Extract from Fox vs MiMedx Case: 1:16-cv-11715

Viceroy would like readers to note that this is a criminal activity. A copy of this legal letter is Annexed below.
Mike Fox’s complaint as well as the email exchange with the VA Medical Center only adds to the (at this point
literal) mountain of evidence against MiMedx. We believe that Fox’s testimony to the SEC is part of a mounting
case against MiMedx and that action against the company by the VA and the SEC is not far away.

Summary
The email exchanges above show that MiMedx employees tried to circumvent the controls of a VA Medical
Center with the help or assistance of facility employees. Viceroy believes a large part of MiMedx’s revenue is
illegitimate and stems from arrangements such as those detailed in this report.
The full email exchange and our interpretation of the information has been forwarded to the relevant
authorities who we expect will take swift action against those involved.
Viceroy will continue to publish on MiMedx’s illegal practices including breaches of the False Claims Act.
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Annexure 1
The following are call transcripts from the Fox vs MiMedx complaint. They record calls made between nowformer MiMedx employees and MiMedx management in which they discuss end-of quarter channel stuffing
schemes.

Call transcripts
Kruchoski-Roselli phone call
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Kruchoski-Blocker phone call
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Annexure 2
The following is an extract from Fox vs MiMedx Case: 1:16-cv-11715
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